Rate Your Sense of Humour

Quiz Results

ACTION
Copy/print as OHT and project after every participant has completed the quiz.

HUMOUR QUIZ
ADD UP YOUR SCORE ACCORDING TO THESE VALUES:

A = 10
B = 6
C = 4
D = 1

HOW DID YOU SCORE?

80-100 You enjoy silly, uncomplicated humour, and can get a good belly laugh from almost anything.

55-79 You prefer your humour sharp and clean. You aren’t impressed by jokes that could be hurtful to others.

30-54 You enjoy the absurd, and like your laughs to come from ‘left field.’

10-29 You prefer dark comedy, and don’t mind if you’re the only one in the room who gets the joke.

How accurate is this assessment?
How would you sum up your preferred comedy style?